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scholars are domiciled in the old dormitory of the Bene-
dictines, the dean and chapter exercise superintendence
over its conduct. But by its position at Westminster, close
to the Houses of Parliament and Whitehall, the school
acquired an importance for which it was not originally
designed. Queen Elizabeth probably cared more for
Eton than for Westminster, although the latter school
owes her so much. Under the regime of Busby, and even
before it, Westminster clung closely ^o th» fortunes of
the Stuarts. It was not till the reign of Anne, or per-
haps till that of George I., that Eton began to gain upon
its rival in fashion and popularity. The residence of
George III. at Windsor, and his great attachment to
Eton, placed that school indisputably in the first place,
and it would now be to many people difficult to imagine
that there was ever a time when its rank in the country,
as compared with Westminster, was reversed.
Winchester was founded in the first instance for the
main purpose of teaching grammar, the first of the seven
liberal arts, but there is no difficultynn reconstructing its
curriculum exactly, because we have a detailed account
of the education given both at Eton and at Winchester
in the middle of the sixteenth century, after the
Reformation, and we have good reason to believe that
the education given at Westminster at the same time was
of a very similar character.1 At this period the school
consisted of seven forms, of which the first three belonged
to the upper and the last three to the lower school, the
fourth, or centre form, belonging partly to one division
and partly to the other. At Eton, in the present day, the
highest form is the sixth,—the remove, between the fifth
and fourth forms, occupies something of the position
which the old fourth form occupied. The fourth form is
1 Maxwell Lyte, Eton College, ch. viii.

